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Captain Petar has more than decade of experience in the marine industry on motor yachts, police 
patrol ships, and extensive experience in navigating and maneuvering as well as conducting rescue 
operations at sea. He is an ambitious person, very dedicated and professional, adapts and handles 
quickly new situations and fit in the team efficiently. Petar is very communicative, easy going and 
has always been a great team player. He works closely with his guests to ensure that all of their 
needs and wants are met.

Captain PETAR JURKO Nationality Croatian

Petar is born in one of the most beautiful Croatian cities, Split. Since being a kid, he felt a passion for 
cooking and knew he will become a chef in the future. For the last seven years, that is his calling and 
he is enjoying his profession. As a kid, he spent a lot of time on the island of Hvar, and fall in love with 
the sea and seafood. His specialty is the Mediterranean cuisine. Later on, he started to learn about 
several major regions, including Asian cuisine that he outstandingly combines with the Mediterra-
nean one. This is his first season on MY GRACE and during your stay on MY GRACE you will enjoy in 
his magnificent food.

Chef PETAR KRZELJ Nationality Croatian
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Born and raised in Croatia, in Petrinja, small town southeast of Zagreb. Kristina has been working in 
hospitality whole of her life, she worked and was surrounded with people which suits her easy going, 
positive and open-minded character. Kristina has decided to embark on new adventure and join the 
yachting industry, and it was the best decision she made. Working on the yacht is not just a job, to her 
is represents a true and great pleasure, and having happy and satisfied guests is Kristina's greatest 
reward. She is fluent in English. 

Stewardess KRISTINA VUJIC Nationality Croatian

Deckhand Petar was born in Split, Croatia and he spent his childhood sailing the Adriatic Sea. Upon 
completing his education in Split, he started working on motor yachts in 2015. He has worked on 
M/Y Adriatic Jazz (28 m) as a deckhand and M/V Cargo carrier „Solin“ (198 m) as an engine cadet. He 
is very reliable when doing his duties on board and always with a smile. He is committed to a life at 
sea and is a hard-working and fun sailor to be around.

Deckhend PETAR BEBIC Nationality Croatian


